
NEW INDUSTRIES FUND  INNOVATION HUBS REPORT 1 January   30 June 2020 

TABLE 1. Summary of Innovation Hubs Reports 1 January   30 June 2020 

Funding 
Partners 

Innovation 
Hub 

Executive 
Summary 

JTSI   Curtin University 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 
(WADSIH) 

During the period, the WADSIH: 

? Overcame numerous challenges in delivering the 
agreed 2020 Workplan during the COVID-19 
lockdown by pivoting activities to a virtual 
environment and continuing to engage in 
Western Australia  data science sector. April and 
May proved particularly challenging for engagement 
with individuals and organisations but was 
successfully addressed virtually. 

? Continued to execute key initiatives, in particular 
delivering its first technical upskilling boot-camp to 
SMEs. This was extremely well received and this 
important training to organisations will continue to be 
delivered across Western Australia. 

? Worked closely with the Pawsey Supercomputing 
Centre to secure $1.5 million grant funding for the 
Australian Space Agency for the development of the 
Australian Space Data Analysis Facility. WADSIH 
continues to work closely with Pawsey to develop the 
facility, and create jobs in Western Australia. 

? Finalised the draft WA Data Science Ecosystem 
Report in collaboration with KPMG. The report 
outlines the key areas of strength in 
Western Australia, and where job creation in data 
science will come from over the next 10 years. This 
important work shows how the sector will grow to 
create jobs and what initiatives need to be put in 
place to ensure Western Australia can capitalise on 
this growth. 

? Continued to engage both virtually and face-to-face 
with key stakeholders. The Hub placed two data 
science students a 
and continues to pr 
benefits of internships. 

While the six months to June 2020 presented 
unforeseen challenges, WADSIH responded and 
adapted exceptionally well, and even engaged new 
audiences virtually to promote and foster collaboration in 
data science across Western Australia. 

JTSI   Edith Cowan University   AustCyber 

WA AustCyber Innovation Hub 
(WAACIH) 

During the period, the WAACIH: 

? Overcame numerous challenges in delivering the agreed 
2020 Workplan during the COVID-19 lockdown by pivoting 
activities to a virtual environment and continuing to 
engage in Western Australia  cyber security sector. April 
and May proved particularly challenging for engagement 
with individuals and organisations but was successfully 
addressed virtually. 

? Focused on key areas of support for cyber education 
initiatives at TAFE and university, and open collaboration 
and consideration of innovative projects with industry, key 
government partners and agencies and the not-for-profit 
sector. 

? Leveraged expertise at ECU   one of only two Academic 
Centres of Cyber Security Excellence in Australia   by: 

o Engaging with the ECU Security Research Institute to 
undertake critical infrastructure utilities research 

The project 

o Business planning for baseline research with the City 
of Canning, Freight and Logistics Council, Fremantle 
Port and Westport. 

o Expanding the Cyber Check Me (CCM) program to 
build its partner base, by including Enterprise 
Tasmania, the South West Group and the NSW 
AustCyber Node. Increasingly small businesses are 
assisting research on cyber attacks. 

o Engaging with ECU  Institute for Securing Digital 
Futures   by partnering with and publishing an article 
for, the WA Defence Review and working with key 
stakeholders on digital agriculture, securing port 
facilities and freight and logistics. 

o ECU  School of Computer Science   for programs in 
schools, local government and in businesses. The Hub 
supported six student placements in 
Western Australia  cyber industry and provided 
endorsements for paid internships. The Hub  
CCM website reflects the value proposition and unique 
offering to small business in Western Australia, and 
around the country. 

? The WA Cyber Hub website is being redeveloped to 
promote the scale and scope of service delivery available 
through the Hub. 

JTSI   MTPConnect   UWA 

MTPConnect   WA Life Sciences Hub 
(WALSIH) 

During the period, the WALSIH: 

? Overcame numerous challenges in delivering the 
agreed 2020 Workplan during the COVID-19 
lockdown by pivoting activities to a virtual 
environment and continuing to engage in 
Western Australia  life sciences sector. April and 
May proved particularly challenging for engagement 
with individuals and organisations but was 
successfully addressed virtually. 

? Focused on engagement with the broader WA Life 
Sciences sector through targeted events, invited 
speaking engagements, one-on-one meetings and 
close collaboration with partners. 

? Actively engaged in numerous online discussions 
(mainly focused on Personal Protective Equipment, 
telehealth and ventilators) with multiple federal and 
State Government taskforces, and with the 
Western Australian innovation ecosystem 
(particularly businesses pivoting and identifying new 
entrepreneurial and social opportunities). 

? Delivered to JTSI a   Report: WA COVID-19 
Response Insights  which is a summation of 
COVID-19 related activities, focusing mainly on the 
Hub  responses to numerous rort 
from Western Australia  SMEs 

? Resumed, post-lockdown, many of its regular 
activities including meetups, podcasts, seminars, 
and supporting business delegations to international 
events. 

? Continued to work with Western Australian 
businesses and universities, including those 
administered by MTPConnect and the Australian 
Research Council, and accessed federal funding of 
$2.8 million. 

JTSI  comments 

During the period, JTSI  Science and 
Innovation (S&l) Division: 

? Was on the recruitment panel for the 
WAACIH  Project and Engagement 
Coordinator, successfully recruiting 
Mr Simon Carabatta to the role. 

? Is actively engaged in contributing to the 
direction, and monitoring outcomes of each 
Hub by being: 
o Chair of the WAACIH Industry Advisory 

Board 
o On the WADSIH Advisory Board 
o On the WADSIH Steering Committee 
o In regular contact with Mr Dan Grant, 
MD and CEO, MTPConnect 

o Formally meeting bi-monthly with the 
Hubs  directors and informally engaging 
with the directors at a minimum of 
weekly 

o Attending and supporting Hubs  events 
o Strongly supportive during challenges 

the COVID-19 pandemic, and with 
planning for recovery 

? Reports on the Hubs to the Hon Dave 
Kelly, Minister for Innovation and ICT, as 
and when required. 

? More recently (July-August) JTSI was on 
the panels for the recruitment of the: 
o WALSIH Director Stakeholder 

Engagement 
o WADSIH Program Manager 
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Strategy and 
Governance 

During the period, WADSIH  During the period, WAACIH  

? Advisory Board comprised a representative from 
JTSI, Curtin University and each of the Foundation 
members. The Board is governed by the Terms of 
Reference (TOR) outlining, among others, the 
Committee  Function, Reporting Obligations and 
Membership. The Advisory Board last met in June 
2020. 

? Management reporting of the Hub is overseen by the 
Steering Committee, comprised of 
two representatives each from JTSI and Curtin 
University. The Hub  Director meets with the 
Steering Committee bi-monthly to report on progress 
against key objectives, as outlined in the Strategic 
Plan. 

? Director met with JTSI and other State Hubs  

Directors bi-monthly, and reported formally to JTSI 
on a bi-annual basis. 

? Director maintained the ongoing positive rapport with 
JTSI by regular communication and ongoing updates 
in addition to usual reporting requirements. 

? Industry Advisory Board (IAB) was chaired by JTSI and 
included representatives from the Office of Digital 
Government, ECU, the City of Joondalup, WA Police, the 
Managing Directors of NMTAFE and SMTAFE, the 
Executive Director of the Pawsey Supercomputing 
Centre, and an economic development consultant. 

? The IAB meets quarterly. 

? Strategic Plan, approved by the WAACIH IAB, informs 
the Hub  direction. 

? Delivery of the 2020 Work Plan is 
monitored regularly and meetings with the AustCyber 
Nodes Coordinator occur regularly. 

? Director carries out strategic and operational work using 
the guidance of the adopted TOR. The TOR includes the 
Function, Reporting Obligations and Membership 
requirements. 

? Director met with JTSI and other State Hubs  Directors 

bi-monthly, and reported formally to JTSI on a bi-annual 
basis. 

? Director delivered activities in accordance with the 

principles outlined in the funding agreement between 
JTSI, ECU and AustCyber. 

? Director maintained the ongoing positive rapport with 
JTSI by regular communication and ongoing updates in 
addition to usual reporting requirements. 

Engagement/ 
Highlights 

NOTE: Due to 

the breadth, 
depth and 
multiple levels of 
active and 

ongoing 
participation, full 
details will be 

provided on 
request. 

During the period, the WADSIH: 

? WA Data Science Ecosystem Report   Today and 
Tomorrow (written by WADSIH and KPMG) showed 
the need for an additional 2783 FTE for data science 
jobs in Western Australia in the next 10 years and is 
working with industry and academia to ensure this 
requirement is filled by upskilling, reskilling internship 
programs, and industry/academia collaboration 

? In collaboration with Pawsey, secured the Australian 
Space Agency grant of $1.5 million for the Australian 
Space Data Analysis Facility. 

? Also worked with: re setting-up an 
office in Perth to expand operations 
into Western Australia, and Telethon Kids Institute to 
develop a data capability building strategy. 

During the period, the WAACIH : 

? Focused on consolidating relationships built in 2019 and 
attracted new partners including the City of Canning, the 
Freight and Logistics Council, Fremantle Port, Agility 
Shift, WA Leaders, Westport and the WA Defence 
Review. 

? Focused on the CCM program which gained traction, 
interest and financial supp 
Perth and the regions. The 

is assessing how to financially support CCM 
being taken to regional local governments to enable 
cyber protection sessions for SMEs. 

During the period, the WALSIH: 

? Focused on creating networks and jobs by 
delivering the first-ever CSIRO Data61 Ribit event in 
Western Australia which brought 75 university 
students and graduates together with employers 
from local medtech, digital health, telehealth, 
biotech and pharmaceutical sectors. 

? Leveraged Western Australia  regional capabilities 
within the MTP sector to build innovative and 
competitive MTP products and services. 

? Met with the Australian Research Data Commons 
(ARDC) to help researchers and industry to develop 
and access data e-infrastructure, platforms, and 
skills. As a result, the ARDC was connected with the 
Busselton Population Medical Research Institute 
and discussed synergies and how they might work 
together. 

JTSI  Science and Innovation (S&I) Division 
consistently monitors the Hubs  collective and 
individual progress and engagement. 

The Directors of WADSIH, WAACIH and 
WALSIH (including UWA  
Professor Kevin Pfleger, Director Biomedical 
Innovation, WALSIH) have developed a 
strong active and highly collaborative 
intrinsically linked relationship and align with 
and support each other across the service 
delivery in their respective Hubs. 

The Directors identify synergies and share 
where possible the facilities and resources 
available to them. For example, the WADSIH 
has offered space in its CBD office to the 
Director, WAACIH, and WADSIH and 
WAACIH collaborate to secure federal 
funding. 

During the period, the WALSIH  

? Service delivery continued under the tri-lateral 
agreement between MTPConnect, JTSI and UWA 
and the Director reported to the MTPConnect Board 
of Directors and JTSI. 

? Annual program of activities and budget drove the 
strategic direction. Ongoing evaluation of the 
WA Hub  work plan of activities, outcomes, 
expenditure and in-kind contributions is conducted 
through regular reports provided to JTSI by 
MTPConnect with input from UWA. 

? Director carries out strategic and operational work 
using the guidance of the adopted TOR. The TOR 
includes the Function, Reporting Obligations and 
Membership requirements. The endorsed workplan 
is also being followed under the guidance and 
direction of the MTPConnect CEO and Board. 

? Director met with JTSI and other State Hubs  
Directors bi-monthly, and reported formally to JTSI 
on a bi-annual basis. 

? Director maintained the ongoing positive rapport 
with JTSI by regular communication and ongoing 
updates in addition to usual reporting requirements. 

The State Government  original and more 
recent additional investment in the Hubs 
through the New Industries Fund, has been, 
and continues to be, a success. 

The three Hubs consistently engaged in 
delivering ongoing extensive services of 
high-quality and relevance, hosted 
sought-after informative events and projects 
and wrote sector specific publications   even 
during the unprecedented constraints of 
COVID-19. 

The facilities  services continued to identify 
and fill gaps and needs in Western Australia  
data science, cyber security, life sciences and 
related sectors to meet the imperatives of the 
post-pandemic future-ready workforce. 

WADSIH has secured additional financial 
support from organisations such as Bankwest, 

ETS Ignited and NERA and others. 

The Directors undertake extensive community 
and stakeholder consultation to inform their 
respective Work Plans which underpin service 
delivery. 

The Hubs  unwavering support for, and 
growth in, their respective sectors during 
COVID-19 is to be highly commended. 
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? Established two key international collaborations: 

to delivery deep 
technical data science training to Western 
Australian SMEs. 

? Delivered the Data Science SME Boot-camp   a 
collaboration with Halliburton, NERA and METS 
Ignited. Ten were selected from over applications. 
As a result of the event  success, the Hub aims to 
run these quarterly. Boot-camp Feedback Survey 
results are available on request. 

? Moved all   in Action  events online. The 
first, on Data Analytics in Environmental 
Management, had 140 attendees. The second, on 
Distributed Energy, had 118 attendees. 

? Worked with Woodside to develop a Data Science 
Competency Framework for data science graduates 
and professionals to ensure there is career clarity 
and agreement in the discipline. 

? Developed a data science workflow to help 
companies use data science in their organisation. 
The workflow will be interactive and list available 
Western Australian resources. The tool allows 
companies to engage with WADSIH who will 
facilitate design led workshops to assist SMEs in 
articulating problems/opportunities in their business 
where data science can generate business value. 

? Worked with th 
proof-of-concept trial 

The concept is in early stages of development and 
will be refined over coming months. 

? Worked with CoRE Foundations, to run   the 
educator  program in data analytics at Tom Price, 
Port Hedland, Joseph Banks and Kent St (marketing 
flyer available on request). 

? Explored a possible collaboration with 
to deliver online data 

literacy content for SMEs. 

? 
to 

deliver it to Western Australian organisations. 

? Developed a webpage to encourage industry to post 
business challenges/projects that students can assist 
in solving. 

? Was on the advisory group of two Western Australian 
projects funded through the AustCyber Project Fund: 

- South Metro TAFE to develop 
a framework for the national delivery of cyber security 

a Perth-based 
cyber security company that also manages its own 
Cyber Security Operations Centre to develop the 
Intelligent Trust Evaluation System to dramatically 
reduce the time to complete security vetting. 

? esearch wit 
to the final scoping phase for starting 

in Q3, 2020. 

? Continued to play a strong role in the national Pathways 
in Technology (P-Tech) program and organised a tour 
and presentations. 

? Delivered a theme at the two day   Define the 
Mission  event which was delivered in conjunction with the 
Department of Home Affairs. 

? Delivered the highly successful economic impact 
modelling which puts an economic (jobs) and tangible 
(assets) value on investing in cyber security in 
Western Australia. 

? Continues to build the strong relationship with the City of 
Joondalup, whose in-kind contribution for the period was 
valued at over 

? le in building a relationship with 
global consulting services firm. The 

company is exploring a relationship with WAACIH and 
EC 

is 
being developed to explore these opportunities. 

? Director also: 

- Delivered a   for small business  workshop and 
showcased WAACIH activities and CCM, in Geraldton 
in partnership with Regional Development Australia 
(RDA) and Department of Primary Industries and 
Regional Development (DPIRD). 

- Judged student P-Tech presentations (cyber) at 
Joseph Banks Secondary College. 

- Was a panel member for CEDA  first national digital 
event     a WA Attack  

- Published a WA Defence Review article on   
Resilience in the COVID-19 Era: Lessons for Defence 
Industry  (available on request). 

- Secured, with Maker + Co (Bunbury) federal funding 
for cyber resilience education for regional digital 
companies and start-ups. 

- Formed a consortia for Phase 1 funding for 
working party  

? Focused on medical product commercialisation with 
a guest speaker from a strategic market access 
consultancy working within the United States 
medtech, life sciences and digital health sectors. 
Key Western Australian medtech businesses 
attended to learn and collaborate. 

? Promoted co-innovation and collaboration across 
the Western Australian Health Sector by developing 
and implementing a monthly meeting with the 
Innovation Leads from the Western Australian public 
sector Health Service Providers (HSPs). The Hub 
has been working directly with South Metropolitan 
Health to develop a project sprint pipeline based on 
the successful WA Switch Program. 

? Informed the WA Health and Medical Life Sciences 
Industry Growth Plan as the Hub  Directors are on 
the Plan  Working Group. The themes of the Plan 
are aligned with the knowledge priorities and 
megatrends identified in MTPConnect  2020 Sector 
Competitiveness Plan. 

? Leveraged opportunities from 
National Seminar Series with 
Vice President for Intelligence, 
Association, Minnesota, which is one the world  
leading health technology innovation clusters. 

also met with the WA Growth Plan 
Working Group to discuss   the Vision  

? Aimed to transform the SME sector to support the 
growth of smaller companies. The Hub showcases 
capabilities nationally and expands networks and 
knowledge in medical technology commercialisation 
e.g. Global 3D and Chironix. 

? Became a Bronze Sponsor of the 2020 QuantumTX 
Cross-sector SME Innovation Program in 
Western Australia. 

? Co-ordinated and led, in partnership with JTSI, 
Western Australia  participation in Austrade  first 
Australian virtual trade mission, namely to Bio Korea 
2020. Eight Western Australian SMEs and research 
institutes were showcased in the virtual kiosk at the 
Australian Pavilion. 

? Delivered a roundtable industry discussion with 
business leads and government agencies to explore 
next steps for Western Australia  COVID-19 
response and to capture insights. There were 
2397 LinkedIn views of the event. 

S&I ensures each Director has a clear 
understanding of the State  expectations of 
their respective Hubs, especially in terms of 
jobs growth and economic outcomes, so their 
focus on these outcomes has been 
unwavering. 

The Hubs  Directors  commitment to jobs 
growth and economic development is 
exemplified by the information provided in this 
report, especially in relation to operating 
through the complexities of COVID-19. 

Each Hub Director actively utilises a variety of 
media and participation opportunities to 
promote the State  support (via the New 
Industries Fund) for their respective services. 

As and when required the Directors utilise 
websites, podcasts, twitter, print media, online 
newsletters, deliver presentations, participate 
on panels, attend and/or host multiple events 
and programs and meet face-to-face with 
start-ups and SMEs, industry partners and 
other stakeholders (see Evaluation and 
Measuring Impact). 
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? Started developing a   of House  internship 
service in collaboration with Innovation Central Perth 
and Pawsey to co-ordinate internship placements in 
data analytics in Western Australia. 

? Invited to be on WA Innovation Hub  Advisory Board 
to assess ideas posted to COVID-19 challenges. 

? Worked with Curtin  Design School to build a 
program for data scientists and students to develop 
soft skills around problem definition and ideation. 

? Worked with Amazon Web Services to run a medical 
datathon to expose those in the healthcare sector to 
opportunities solving challenges through data 
science, as well as technical people to how they can 
use their data skills in the healthcare sector. 

Evaluation and 
Measuring 
Impact 

*NOTE: Due to 
the breadth, 
depth and 
multiple levels of 
active and 
ongoing 
participation, full 
lists will be 
provided on 
request. 

During the period, the WALSIH delivered/contributed to 
the following: 

Startups   Number of engagements   13 
Workshops (or similar groups)   405 
Number of jobs can be attributed   16 

SMEs - Number of engagements   15 
Workshops (or similar groups)   375 
Number of jobs can be attributed   `14 

Larger Organisations   Number of engagements 
(one-on-one)   14 
Workshops (or similar groups)   475 

STEM   Numbers (one-on-one schools/TAFEs, 
Universities)   3 
Workshops (or similar groups)   220 
Number of jobs can be attributed   6 

GOVERNMENT Numbers (one-on-one Govts)   9 
Workshops (or similar groups)   100 
Number of jobs can be attributed   2 

WA Regions engagements (one-on-one)   15 
Number of invitations to regions   3 
Workshops (or similar)   5 

Marketing/Comms Website users   833 
Website Sessions/Visits   2519 

Website User Location   71% Aust, 21% US 
Blogs posted   6 blogs, 435 views 
News items posted   19 news items 
Mailing List Engagement Rate (target 30%)   
37.99% 
Mailing List Subscribers   700 new, total 1176 
LinkedIn Engagement Rate   3.91% 
LinkedIn Followers   963 
Twitter Engagement Rate   8.00% 
Twitter Followers   156 
Facebook Engagement Rate   23.09% 
Facebook Followers   161 

During the period, the WALSIH delivered/contributed to the 
following: 

Cyber2020 Conference   120 attendees 

Export Finance Australia workshop for WA Cybers   
30 attendees 

Joondalup Business Forum   40 attendees 

New Enterprise Incentive Scheme Rockingham   Promotion 
of WAACIH Activities and CCM   20 attendees 

Presentation to Geraldton business community   
30 attendees 

CEDA National Online Event Cybercrime   A WA Attack   
700 attendees nationally 

Curtin Ignition Online Presentation   25 new leads 
generated for the Hub and followed up 

Joondalup Innovation Challenge Mentor group of students 
with cyber project focus 150 attendees 

Working with student concept to assist with platform 
development 

Against the backdrop of COVID-19  economic shutdown 
and movement restrictions, the period was one of 
consolidation and growth, where key partnerships continued 
and new partnerships were created. 

  The Director quantified the value of cyber to the economy 
and positioned the Hub as a valuable source of truth and 
evidence-based impact and also elevated the credibility 
among the Western Australian and national ecosystem. 

  The Director  work strategically and tacitly proved the 
value of investing (counter-cyclically, and to some 
counter-intuitively) in job growth areas of the economy 
such as cyber and the orbit of associated jobs. 
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During the period, the WALSIH delivered/contributed to 
the following: 

Start-ups   Engagements (commercialisation)   18 

SMEs   Engagements   30 
Purpose   business problem, data optimisation, 

commercialisation, collaboration, workforce skills, 
COVID-19 

Workshops   4 
Attendees   131 

MTP Meetups   6 
Attendees   85 

Megatrends Seminar Series   4 
Attendees   467 online attendees 

STEM   Presentation Aspire UWA Virtual Conference 

WA Regions   1 (943 LinkedIn views of the event) 

Other engagements   
? Meshpoints   1 (37 attendees) 
? WA Public Sector   34 engagements 
? Federal Government   11 engagements 
? Podcasts   7 (1157 downloads) 

? Website traffic   
- Twitter impressions   84,587 
- LinkedIn   9870 

? Presentations   9 
? Schools, TAFE, universities   14 engagements 
? Institutions/organisations   5 engagements 
? Articles and publications   3 (total views 2429) 
? Sponsorships   2 

Leveraged funding for Western Australian businesses   
$2.98 million (under MTPConnect BioMedTech Horizons 
Program). 

Many of the Hubs  activities advocate for, elicit 
and rely on, major cultural change to ensure 
the community  adaptability to constantly 
evolving work environments and 
preparedness for a future-ready workforce. 

The evaluation metrics illustrate the demand 
and need for services delivered through the 
Hubs. They also illustrate the preparedness 
for individuals and organisations, state-wide, 
to actively seek-out and participate in the 
highly regarded and often over-subscribed 
services being delivered through the Hubs. 

Ongoing changes such as reskilling, upskilling 
and increased commercialisation are 
long term and do not necessarily translate into 
specific metrics in the short term. 

As is evinced by the individual Hub reports 
the Directors are fully cognisant of the 
imperative for an efficient, effective and 
reliable evaluation process and continue to 
implement processes to determine the 
optimum methods to meet the State  needs. 

JTSI consistently works with each Hub to 
assist in measuring and evaluating Hubs  
outcomes.



Leveraged Funding in Period 
Foundation members   $35,000 
Federal Government grants   $2,000,000 
Other: 
- Number of jobs that can be attributed   5 

  State Government funding of an additional $100,000 in 
June 2020 has enabled focus on, and prioritisation of, 
projects resulting for the Industry Advisory Board  
strategic planning session. 

  The projects emerging as either proof-of-concept (POC) 
or proof-of-value (POV) have matured. One example is 
the   and Logistics  project involving multiple public 
and private partners and targets the critical infrastructure 
of Western Australian ports. These types of complex 
projects are expected to grow, and the multiplier of being 
involved in, and delivering critical infrastructure projects 
remain aligned to the WAACIH  three focus areas. 

Challenges and 
Risks ? The COVID-19 shutdown created significant 

challenges to the Hub  proposed activities. 
However, these challenges were addressed and 
mitigated quickly and effectively. While a number of 
face-to-face events were cancelled, others were 
delivered as online webinars with relative ease. 

? The engagements with stakeholders had to be 
reduced in number April and May due to Curtin 
University  work from home orders, however, the 
Hub did experience an increase in engagements in 
June as lockdown restrictions eased. 

? There is a further risk to events planned for later in 
2020 if a second COVID-19 wave hits Perth, 
however, the Hub  proven ability to pivot to online 
content has been relatively straightforward; therefore, 
the Hub will be able to mitigate challenges if this 
were to occur. 

? The COVID-19 shutdown created significant challenges 
to the Hub  proposed activities. However, these 
challenges were addressed and mitigated quickly and 
effectively. While a number of face-to-face events were 
cancelled, others were delivered online with relative 
ease. 

? The engagements with stakeholders had to be reduced in 
number April and May due to ECU University  work from 
home orders. 

? There is a further risk to events planned for later in 2020 
if a second COVID-19 wave hits Perth, however, the 
Hub  proven ability to pivot to online content has been 
relatively straightforward; therefore, the Hub will be able 
to mitigate challenges if this were to occur. 

? As with the WADSIH and the WAACIH, the 
COVID-19 shutdown created significant challenges 
to the Hub  proposed activities. However, these 
challenges were addressed and mitigated quickly 
and effectively. While a number of face-to-face 
events were cancelled, others were delivered online 
with relative ease. 

? Face-to-face engagements with stakeholders had to 
be reduced in number April and May due to 
MTPConnect  work from home orders. 

? There is a further risk to events planned for later in 
2020 if a second COVID-19 wave hits Perth, 
however, the Hub  ability to pivot to online content 
has been relatively straightforward; therefore, the 
Hub will be able to mitigate challenges if this were to 
occur. 

The greatest challenge for the Hubs will be 
meeting the ever-growing demand for their 
expertise, services and support. 

COVID-19 and the consistently changing 
socio-economic landscape have made 
citizens acutely aware of the imperative to be 
agile, adaptable and innovative and the Hubs 
provide the required enabling services and 
skills. 
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NEW INDUSTRIES FUND  INNOVATION HUBS REPORT 1 July 2019   31 December 2019 

TABLE 1. Summary of Innovation Hubs Reports 1 July   31 December 2019 

Funding 
Partners 

Innovation 
Hub 

Executive 
Summary 

JTSI   Curtin University 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 
(WADSIH) 

During the period WADSIH: 
? Launched its website which provides the basis 

for WADSIH  communications and marketing 
strategy. 

? Continued working with Curtin  Institute for 
Computation (CIC) on the upskilling technical 

? Secured 

? Attracted federal funding for the Expert in 
Residence (EiR) program to deliver advisory 
services at Centre for Entrepreneurial Research 
and Innovation (CERI), for 20 participants, on 
implementing data science capabilities and 
projects. 

? Progressed delivery of bespoke design thinking 
advisory services to businesses to ensure they 
are capitalising on the opportunities for data 
science within their businesses to generate 
competitive advantages, execute growth 
strategies, generate efficiencies. 

? Director completed design thinking training, and 
in collaboration with the WA Cyber Security 
Innovation Hub (WACSIH), ran a workshop with 
agriculture organisations to discuss how farm 
data can be kept secure. 

? Held one-on-one advisory sessions with 
startup/SMEs regarding business growth 
through data science, and commercialisation. 

? Director delivered a commercialisation advisory 
workshop to the BioDesign cohort, and 
mentored a digital health team throughout the 
program. 

? Launched TransportHack. 
? Coordinated the State strategy in Digital Health, 

and the preparation for the Australian Space 
Agency Data Analysis Facility Grant in 
partnership with the Pawsey Supercomputing 
Centre. 

During the period WADSIH  

JTSI   Edith Cowan University   AustCyber 

WA AustCyber Innovation Hub 
(WAACIH) 

During the period the WAACIH: 

? Delivered on goals and projects as outlined in the 
Hub  endorsed Work Plan. 

? Continued to focus on upskilling, open collaboration 
and innovation with industry and government partners 
and education, and training partnerships and project 
delivery. 

? Worked closely with: 
- ECU Security Research Institut 

infrastructure utilities research 
nd   Check Me  for small 
access to new datasets and 

research outcomes to benchmark other 
State-owned utilities providers. 

- ECU Institute for Securing Digital Futures   
critical infrastructure security, cyber-enabled crime 
and secure systems (domestic and international). 

- ECU Computer Science   joint program delivery in 
schools and to local government, local businesses 
including presentations and hackathon delivery. 

? Collaborated with WADSIH to secure federal funding 
for the EiR program to deliver advisory services at 
CERI, for 20 participants, on implementing data 
science capabilities and projects. 

? Delivered an IP workshop and presentation in 
conjunction with IP attorneys Watermark, Perth. 

? Worked with regional agricultural and horticultural 
businesses and agencies to upskill on cyber 
knowledge and capabilities. 

? to deliver 
focussed on businesses 

capitalising on opportunities to use their own data to 
generate competitive advantages, execute growth 
strategies and generate efficiencies. 

? Joined the Australian Federal Police (AFP), National 
Missing Persons Coordination Centre and Trace Labs 
for the National Missing Persons Hackathon with over 
360 participants Australia-wide and 60 from WA. 

? Established the Industry Advisory Board with 
representatives from the WA Government, through 
JTSI, the Office of Digital Government, ECU, City of 
Joondalup, WA Police, North and South Metro TAFEs, 
Pawsey Supercomputing Centre, and an economic 
development consultant. 

During the period WAACIH  During the period the WALSIH  WADSIH consistently engages in ongoing extensive 
community consultation and engagement and delivers 
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During the period the WALSIH: 
? Continued to grow its profile and presence in Perth and 

across regional Western Australia. 
? Appointed a project officer as support staff 
? Finalised new corporate branding and collateral 
? Secured a dedicated web platform within the main 

MTPConnect website 
? Focussed on building relationships with WA  MTP sector 

start-ups and SMEs to promote their innovations and raise 
their public profile on a national scale (e.g. through 
podcasts, speaking events and social media exposure). 

? Assisted startups and SMEs to identify and access national 
funding schemes. 

? Amplified and leveraged activities through its 
communication strategy. 

? Engaged with industry to access expertise in Industry 4.0 
technologies - such as artificial intelligence, 3D bio printing, 
robotics, virtual reality and wearable connected devices   
by leveraging new cross-sectoral commercial initiatives 
offered by digital health technologies and more patient- 
centric and connected care pathways. 

? Is regularly invited to contribute to conversations about 
harnessing the potential of the world-class research being 
carried out in the State which could generate new 
commercial and investment opportunities for WA MTP 
businesses. 

? Implemented its Evaluation Plan which focuses on 
capturing input metrics (or lead indicators) as a starting 
point for evaluating early-stage innovation and 
commercialisation, particularly in the medical and 
pharmaceuticals sectors where the path to market can take 
8-10 years. 

During the period JTSI  Science and Innovation (S&I) 
Division: 
? Was on the recruitment panels for the WALSIH 

Director, successfully recruiting Dr Kate Brooks to 
the role, and continued to offers all Hub Directors 
support as and when required. 

? Is actively engaged in contributing to the direction, 
and monitoring outcomes of each Hub 

? Meets regularly with each Hub Director collectively 
and individually. 

? Is an active participant, with industry, government 
and educational representatives on the: 
- WADSIH Steering Committee 
- WADSIH Board 
- As Chair of the WAACIH Industry Advisory Board 
- MTPConnect WALSIH management team 

? Reports on the Hubs to the Hon Dave Kelly, Minister 
for Innovation and ICT as and when required 

JTSI   MTPConnect - UWA 

MTPConnect   WA Life Sciences Hub 
(WALSIH) 

JTSI  comments



Funding 
Partners 

Innovation 
Hub 

Strategy 
and 
Governance 

JTSI   Curtin University JTSI   Edith Cowan University   AustCyber 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 
(WADSIH) 

? Strategic Plan was approved by its Advisory 
Board in September 2019 and informs the Hub  
strategic objectives. The Strategic and Operating 
Plans 2019 are available on request. 

? Draft 2020 Operating Plan was developed and is 
to be approved by its management committee. 
The 2020 Operating Plan will focusses on   
Initiatives, Reports/Thought Leadership, 
Communications and Marketing, Events and 
Services  The Operating Plan is supported by 
the Hub  budget for 2020 and Communications 
Marketing Plan (available on request). 

? Advisory Board: 
- met for the first time and the Strategic Plan was 
agreed and Operational Plan and budget 
approved. Further advice was provided on the 
key activities the Hub should carry out. 

- is governed by Terms of Reference outlining 
Function, Reporting Obligations, and 
Membership. The Advisory Committee will meet 
three times per year. 

- is comprised of Prof. Chris Moran (Curtin, 
Interim Chair), Dr Debra Cousins (JTSI), Pieter 
Vorster (Bankwest) , Miranda Taylor (NERA), 
Peter Clarke (METS Ignited), Catherine Choate 
(EY) and Liz Dallimore (WADSIH) 

? Management reporting is overseen by the 
Steering Committee, comprised of two 
representatives each from JTSI and Curtin 
University. The Hub  Director meets with the 
Steering Committee every two months to report 
on progress against key objectives, as outlined in 
the strategic plan. 

? Director formally reports to the Department of 
Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (JTSI) on 
a bi-annual basis. 

? Director meets with JTSI and other Hub Directors 
a minimum of every two months. 

WA AustCyber Innovation Hub 
(WAACIH) 

? Strategic Plan was approved by its Advisory Board. The 
Strategic and Operating Plans 2019 are available on 
request. 

? 2019 and draft 2020 Work Plans were completed and 
are available on request. The WAACIH works closely 
with the WADSIH and like that Hub its Work Plan 
focusses on   Initiatives, Reports/Thought 
Leadership, Communications and Marketing, Events 
and Services  

? Industry Advisory Board was established and includes: 
Dr Debra Cousins (Chair) JTSI, Mike Bareja 
(AustCyber), Peter Bouhlas (Office of Digital 
Government), Nashid Chowdhury (City of Joondalup), 
Terry Durrant (South Metropolitan TAFE), Michelle 
Hoad (North Metropolitan TAFE), Ian Martinus 
(WAACIH), Jason McFarlane (FAR lane), Prerana 
Mehta (AustCyber), Mark Stickell (Pawsey 
Supercomputing Centre), Tim Thomas (Western 
Australia Police), Craig Valli (ECU), Andrew Woodward 
(ECU) 

? Board  Terms of Reference and Prospectus were 
approved 

? Board approved the Hub Director  Work Plan 
? Board will meet three times per year 
? Director formally reports to JTSI on a bi-annual basis. 
? Director meets with JTSI and other Hub Directors at a 
minimum of every two months 

? Director, as agreed by all partners, continues to work 
to AustCyber  

? Business Strategy 
? Cyber Security Competitiveness Plan 
? Guiding Principles (SOP) 
? Annual Reporting and Evaluation 
? Communications Plan 

JTSI   MTPConnect - UWA 

MTPConnect   WA Life Sciences Hub 
(WALSIH) 

? Strategic Plan continues to be implemented as agreed by 
partners 

? Annual program of activities and budget was agreed to by 
partners MTPConnect, JTSI and UWA and actioned. 

? Director: 
- Reported to MTPConnect  national Board of Directors 
and CEO, Dr Dan Grant. 

- Continues to formally report to JTSI on a bi-annual basis. 
- Met with JTSI and other Hub Directors a minimum of 
every two months. 

- Ensured that WA  local MTP sector was fully integrated 
into the lead organisation, MTPConnect  national 
initiatives and programs that are focused on key priority 
areas such as precision medicine, digital health, 
regenerative medicine and clinical trials. 

- Leveraged WA  capabilities in the sector to build 
innovative and competitive MTP products and services, 
as a strategic launch pad for national growth and 
investment opportunities in Australia  MTP sector. 

JTSI  comments 

high-quality, relevant and sought-after events and 
projects. 

The State Government  delivery of the WADSIH has 
been an outstanding success and it continues to fill 
identified gaps and needs through its Strategic and 
Operating Plans. 

The issue of limited resources inhibiting service 
delivery (cited previously) has been addressed in the 
short-term with the appointment of a new Marketing 
and Communications Officer (funded by Curtin). 
Although as its services expands so too will the need 
for additional staff. 

WADSIH secures financial support from organisations 
such as Bankwest, METS Ignited and NERA and 
is in discussion with 

WAACIH undertakes extensive community and 
stakeholder consultation to inform the Work Plan which 
underpins its service delivery. That process has 
identified significant gaps in cyber security awareness 
and unfilled needs in cyber security implementation 
across multiple sectors, both local and regional. 

WAACIH is proactively engaged in cross-sectoral 
cyber events, projects and initiatives locally, nationally 
and internationally and generates significant work and 
interest in WA  capabilities. 

The previously cited issue of limited resources has 
been addressed for the short-term by ECU  provision 
of one Project Officer as support staff. Although as its 
services expand so too will the need for additional 
staff. 

WALSIH has continued to engage with the sector to 
deliver projects events and initiatives locally, nationally 
and internationally 

The appointment of Dr Kate Brooks as Director 
Stakeholder Engagement, WALSIH, ensures ongoing 
consultation and engagement with the MTP sector to 
leverage and optimise growth opportunities. 

The previously cited issue of limited resources has 
been addressed for the short-term by the provision of 
one Project Officer as support staff. Although as its 
services expand so too will the need for additional 
staff. 
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Funding 
Partners 

Innovation 
Hub 

Engagement 

JTSI   Curtin University JTSI   Edith Cowan University   AustCyber 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 
(WADSIH) 

Highlights 
? Establishing WADSIH as co-lead with Pawsey 

Supercomputing Centre in Australian Space 
Agency ant 

? Securin to deliver 
upskillin 

? Finalising learning journey curriculum outline for 

? Two sold out   in action  events 
? Extensive engagement across the WA data 

science ecosystem. 

*NOTE: Due 
to the 
breadth, 
depth and 
multiple 
levels of 
active and 
ongoing 
participation, 
full lists can 
be provided 
on request. 

Also during the period WADSIH  key initiatives and 
events were*: 
? Establishing the WADSIH website 
? Ecosystem Mapping 

Program 
? CERI Expert In Residence 
? Datathon 
? Digital Health 
? Advisory Workshops 

? Space Analytics Capabilities 
? Data Science Week 
? Regional Upskilling 
? Competency Model 
? Events* 

- Tech Talk Panel @ FLUX 
- WASMA Presentation 
- WA IT Leaders  Summit 
- Data Science Club of UWA 
- Analytics in Action 
- Westpac Indo Event 
- State Govt Building Capability in Data 

Analytics 
- UWA Data Science Forum 
- AusBiotech 
- Public Sector Network Event 
- Resources Tech Showcase 
- 

- Analytics in Health 

Collaboration* 
Meetings were held with over 50* local and national 
organisations, public sector agencies, co-working 
spaces, universities, start-ups and SMEs) and other 
stakeholders. 

WA AustCyber Innovation Hub 
(WAACIH) 

Highlights 

? Upskilling workshop and master class to Karratha 
SMEs. 

? Key partner in Westpac   Matters 
Signature Series  

? Moderating   Development Commission 
Investment Day  

? Creating and delivering the   Schools 
Conference  

? Canberra Round Table and private briefing 
n WA cyber initiatives and work 

program. 
? Presentations at the City of Bunbury   

Communities Forum  
? Co-ordinating WA as part of the world-first   

Missing Persons  Hackathon. 
? Presentation at world  largest economic development 

gathering (IEDC Indianapolis). 
? Co-ordination of 

workshops, panels and presentations. 
Also during the period WAACIH*: 
? Established the Hub website 

Strengthened relationships with existing partners 
including: 

Pilbara Ports, AISA, Westport, EiR, 
Perth Angels, Start Up News, SBDC, AusIndustry, the 
Office of Digital Government, WA Police, North and 
South Metro TAFEs, numerous local government 
authorities, Horizon Power, Western Power, Water 
Corporation, Industry Growth Centres such as the 
Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre (AMGC), 
Watermark IP Lawyers, Wrays IP Attorneys, and 
schools including the P-Tech school Joseph Banks. 

? Continued to promote the future skills and workforce 
development pipeline through cyber education, and 
work continues with the ECU Cyber Ambassadors and 
the Program Co-ordinator of   in Schools  

Internet of Things & Machine Learning 
Conference 

Initiatives and events* 
? Worked with TAFE Network to promote cyber security 

course awareness and industry linkages 
? Establish a Regional WA Activity Plan 
? Expert In Residence - CERI 
? Student Cyber Events 
? Collaboration WA leader upskilling program on the 

safe, effective use of data and cybersecurity for SMEs 
? Participated in AISA (Australian Information Security 

Association) National Conference 
? Cyber Export Development Sessions 
? Intellectual Property Round Table Event 
? Cyber Check Me . 
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. 
Articles and Publications* 

JTSI   MTPConnect - UWA 

MTPConnect   WA Life Sciences Hub 
(WALSIH) 

Highlights 
? Dr Kate Brooks, with a WA delegation attended the 

Medtech Conference, Boston, October 2019 and co-hosted 
the MTPConnect podcast episode recorded live at the 
conference. 

? Advancing Australia  Knowledge Economy Forum, for 
60+ participants. 

? Health & Medical Research Translation & 
Commercialisation Q&A Panel for 25+ commercialisation 
professionals from Perth  universities, research institutes 
and hospitals. 

? Funding Success - Noisy Guts, an emerging early-stage 
WA medtech startup which the Hub has actively engaged 
with, was awarded $1m matched funding in Round 1 of the 
MTPConnect  Biomedical Translation Bridge (BTB) 
program. 

Also, during the period WALSIH*: 
? Dr Kate Brooks was appointed as Director Stakeholder 

Engagement WA to lead, manage and coordinate activities 
of the WA Hub. 

? A Project Officer was employed to support Hub activities. 
? Prof. Kevin Pfleger, Director, Biomedical Innovation, 

continued to support the accelerated growth of the MTP 
sector in WA. 

? The Hub website went live. 
? An integrated branding scheme for the Hub was launched, 

including a new logo and banner design. 
? The WA Hub continued to leverage opportunities through 

co-location with the WA Health Translation Network. 

Initiatives* 
? Supported WA Premiers Prize for Science 
? Health & Medical Research Translation & 

Commercialisation Q&A Panel 
? Sponsored WABioTech Symposium and West Tech Fest 

2019 
? Visited the South West Innovation Hub Busselton 
? CSIRO Data 61 RIBIT event - Advancing Australia  

Knowledge Economy   Who are the top PhD employers? 
? Stakeholder tour of Royal Perth Hospital (biomedical 

engineering department and the tissue engineered 
cranioplasty group) 

? Perth SME Showcase event 
? West Tech Fest Future Forum 
? Advice for CRC-P, ARC and MTPConnect funding schemes 

Contributed to delivery of 16* local, national and international 
awards, consortia, roundtables, workshops, leadership events, 
educational programs. 

JTSI  comments 

JTSI  Science and Innovation (S&I) Division 
consistently monitors the Hubs collective and individual 
progress and engagement. 

The Directors of WADSIH, WAACIH and WALSIH 
(including UWA  Professor Kevin Pfleger, Director 
Biomedical Innovation, WALSIH) have developed a 
strong active and highly collaborative relationship and 
align with and support each other, across the service 
delivery in their respective Hubs. 

The Directors identify synergies and share where 
possible the facilities and resources available to them. 
For example, the WADSIH has offered space in its 
CBD office to the Director, WAACIH and WADSIH and 
WAACIH collaborated to secure federal funding for the 
EiR program. 

As a result of S&I ensuring each Director has a clear 
understanding of the State  expectations of their 
respective Hubs, especially in terms of jobs growth and 
economic outcomes, their focus on these outcomes 
has been unwavering. 

The Hub Director  commitment to jobs growth and 
economic development is demonstrated by the 
information provided in this report. 

Each Hub Director actively utilises a variety of media 
and participation opportunities to promote the State  
support (via the New Industries Fund) for their 
respective services. 

As and when required the Directors utilise websites, 
twitter, print media, online newsletters, deliver 
presentations, participate on panels, attend and/or host 
multiple events and programs and meet face-to-face 
with start-ups and SME  industry partners and other 
stakeholders.



Funding 
Partners 

Innovation 
Hub 

JTSI   Curtin University JTSI   Edith Cowan University   AustCyber 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 
(WADSIH) 

WA AustCyber Innovation Hub 
(WAACIH) 

Deliberately Left Blank 

? Regional WA Cyber Awareness Sessions 
? Events - Over 35* local, regional and international 

events, such as presentations, facilities tours, panel 
judging and discussions, educational programs, 
conferences, hackathons and workshops were 
delivered for and/or in collaboration with, local and 
regional councils, SMEs, associations, development 
commissions, startups and other stakeholders 

Evaluation 
and 
Measuring 
Impact 

For the period the following evaluation metrics were 
recorded for WADSIH service delivery: 
? Analytics in Health Event (11/12/19) - 55 

attendees 
? Data Analytics in Action (5/09/19) - 80 attendees 
? Website Launch Event (31/07/19) - 120 

attendees 

*NOTE: Due 
to the 
breadth, 
depth and 
multiple 
levels of 
active and 
ongoing 
participation, 
full lists can 
be provided 
on request. 

? Website Traffic (Aug- Dec 2019) -1338 Users, 
2061 Sessions/visits 

? Website Page Visits 
- Blog: 191 
- Education, training, careers: 1466 
- News: 325 
- Research Groups: 44 
- Projects & case studies: 446 
- Training Centres: 157 
- People & communities: 227 
- facilities: 81 
- Events: 558 

? Email Campaign Engagement (Jun - Dec 2019) 
431 recipients 

? Advisory Sessions 
- 15 One on One meetings 
- 30 Bio-design participants 

? Training Session 
- 20 CERI workshop participants with positive 

engagement impact as assessed through 
surveys 

? Collaboration 
- 34 companies 

? Communications 
- 13 speaking engagements 

Evaluation includes survey feedback, website 
metrics, event metrics, grant success, project 
output following advisory sessions etc. 

WAACIH  comprehensive Work Plan, as approved by 
the Industry Advisory Board will, in the next reporting 
round, contain metrics to evaluate and measure impact 
and will include: 
- Analytics from the Hub website as determined by 

consultation with the WADSIH. 
- Feedback/surveys from key stakeholder groups 
- Measures and impact of event attendance 

Note: Resource constraints during this reporting period 
impacted the Director  ability to undertake 
comprehensive evaluation metrics while at the same 
time focussing on service delivery excellence across 
multiple locations and levels (See   above). 

A support project officer has since been employed to 
assist the Director  service delivery across a range of 
Hub activities including evaluation metrics 

JTSI   MTPConnect - UWA 

MTPConnect   WA Life Sciences Hub 
(WALSIH) 

? Top 5 Boston medtech take-aways     all lobster tails 
and chowder  

? How to commercialise a piece of research 
? Technology Converging in the Space Sector Deliberately Left Blank 

JTSI  comments 

During the period WALSIH: 
? Developed an Evaluation Plan (the Plan) which will 

measure the effectiveness of the Hub. That Plan is to be 
used as a guide by the other two Hubs 

? Aligned the Plan with the MTPConnect Program Logic 
Evaluation plan. 

? Implemented the Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) platform, Salesforce, which manages all stakeholder 
engagement to track events, meeting attendance and 
observations during the stakeholder engagement 

? Held Additional Stakeholder meetings in support of the WA 
Hub   totalled 51* meetings 

? UWA activities in support of the WA Hub (in-kind 
contribution)   totalled 127* 

? MTPConnect WA tweets   total impressions 62,238* 
? MTPConnect LinkedIn acct   total impressions 12,286* 

WA Podcast Recordings with: 
- Onco Res MD - 202 downloads 
- Noisy Guts   164 downloads 
- Medtech Conference Boston Pt 1   149 downloads 
- Medtech Conference Boston Pt 2   155 downloads 
- Dr Carlo Bellini   114 downloads 

Many of the Hubs activities advocate for, elicit and rely 
on major cultural change to ensure the community  
adaptability to constantly evolving work environments 
and preparedness for a future-ready workforce. 
Ongoing changes such as reskilling, upskilling and 
increased commercialisation are long term and do not 
necessarily translate into specific metrics in the short 
term. 

As is evidenced by the individual Hub reports the 
Directors are fully cognisant of the imperative for an 
efficient, effective and reliable evaluation process and 
continue to implement processes to determine the 
optimum methods to meet the State  needs. 

JTSI consistently works with each Hub to assist in 
measuring and evaluating Hubs  outcomes. 
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Funding 
Partners 

Innovation 
Hub 

Challenges 
and Risks 

JTSI   Curtin University JTSI   Edith Cowan University   AustCyber 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 
(WADSIH) 

Challenges and risks encountered during the period 
relate mainly to the Director  ability to deliver the 
breadth of services identified as being required to 
continue to grow capability across the sector. 

To manage sector demands, the Director continues 
to assess engagement vs impact. There has been a 
strong demand on the Director  time for program 
delivery, speaking events and conferences, which 
shows good impact and exposure for the Hub. 
However, moving forward, the focus will be on 
delivering the key initiatives of the Hub, whilst 
balancing the time spent on public speaking 
engagements. 

As demand for the Director  expertise, support and 
services continues to grow rapidly the ability to 
effectively support all of the current (and emerging) 
opportunities will remain a challenge and potentially 
a risk to the success of the Hub. 

The Director, with guidance and support from the 
Steering Committee, JTSI, and Board will monitor 
this. 

WA AustCyber Innovation Hub 
(WAACIH) 

The previously identified resource constraints that were a 
challenge to service delivery have been addressed for the 
short term by the employment of one project officer. 

However, the Hub Director has to also evaluate 
engagement vs impact, which can be problematic given an 
increasing number of clients expect to meet to discuss their 
particular business opportunities and/or market needs and 
areas of potential partnership. 

As demand for the Director  time, expertise, support and 
services continues to grow rapidly the ability to effectively 
support all of the current (and emerging) opportunities will 
remain a challenge and potential risk to the success of the 
Hub. 

The Director, with guidance and support from the Board 
and JTSI will monitor this. 

JTSI   MTPConnect - UWA 

MTPConnect   WA Life Sciences Hub 
(WALSIH) 

The previously identified resource constraints that were a 
challenge to consistent service delivery have been addressed 
for the short term by the employment of one project officer. 

However, like the WADSIH and WAACIH the Hub Director has 
to evaluate engagement vs impact. As demand for the 
Directors  time, expertise, support and services continues to 
grow rapidly the ability to effectively support all of the current 
(and emerging) opportunities will remain a challenge and 
potential risk to the success of the Hub. 

The Director, with guidance and support from the Board, CEO 
and JTSI will monitor this. 

JTSI  comments 

The greatest challenge for the Hubs is the evident 
community need and interest in their services versus 
their ability/inability to deliver because of resources 
constraints. 

JTSI continues to monitor this. 
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Table 1. Summary of the Innovation Hubs Reports to 31 December 2018 

Funding Partners JTSI - Curtin University JTSI - Edith Cowan University - 
AustCyber 

JTSI     UWA 

JTSI  Comments on Reports 

Innovation Hub 

Description 

WA Data Science Innovation Hub 

WADSIH 
? Fosters collaboration and promotes expertise 

in data science in WA. 
? Focuses principally on WA  capability 

development and challenges to create jobs 
and develop new industries, with commitment 
to state priorities 

? Is based on outcomes from industry 
consultation where key objectives were 
discussed and prioritised. 

WA AustCyber Node 
(the Node) 

THE Node, based at the Joondalup Innovation Hub 
(JIH): 
? Develops capability and skills in cyber security to 

create jobs, develop new industries and diversify 
the economy 

? Brings together the public and private sectors and 
researchers to work across the AustCyber 
national network to leverage inter-state and 
international business and investment 

? Focuses on: 
- Underpinning critical infrastructure 
- Cyber crime 
- Big data (data science/ analysis) 

WA MTPConnect Hub 

(MTP Hub) 

The MTP Hub: 
  Works collaboratively with the State  research, 

clinical and industry sectors to grow innovation, 
build business capability and successfully 
commercialise outputs from the State  flourishing 
life sciences sector 

  Ensures WA  MTP sector is fully integrated into 
MTPConnect  national initiatives and programs 
and focuses on WA  priority areas: 
- digitally enabled MTP solutions - particularly 

rural and remote applications 
- development of medical devices 
- precision medicine and regenerative medicine 

products and services including utilising 
Western Australia  internationally recognised 
capability in phenomics 

- focus on clinical trials and development of pre- 
clinical expertise and capability 

- skills development in product translation and 
commercialisation 

- investment attraction 
  Leverages WA  capabilities to build innovative and 

competitive MTP products and services as a 
strategic launch pad for national growth and 
investment opportunities in Australia  MTP sector. 

Progress to date 

? Dr Liz Dallimore, Director WADSIH 
commenced in the role in December 

? WADSIH  physical presence established at 
Curtin  Bentley and CBD campuses 

? Dr Dallimore has actively consulted key 
stakeholders to develop the strategic direction 
on which a strategic plan will be based 

? An Industry Roundtable, was held in 
December and 48 registrants discussed 
WADSIH  key objectives and activities. 

? A fulltime Project Coordinator was appointed to 
support the Director 

? Discussions regarding establishing an Industry 
Advisory Committee (IAC) have been held 
with industry, 

? An Interim Node Manager was appointed from 11 
September to 21 December 2018 

? Dr Ian Martinus, Director, WA AustCyber Node, 
commenced in the role on 14 January 2019. 

? The Interim Industry Advisory Group has met 
monthly since the Node  launch 

? Western Australia has been represented at 
AustCyber  Quarterly Node Leaders meetings in 
Canberra, Hobart and Adelaide 

? The Cyber Security Cooperative Research Centre 
has co-located to ECU  Joondalup campus 

? The Node has fostered partnerships with: 
- City of Joondalup 
- Perth Angel Investors 

- Australian Information Security Assoc. (AISA) 
- WA Police 
- Office of Digital Government 

? Associate Professor Kevin Pfleger commenced 
as Director Stakeholder Engagement, MTP Hub 
on 3 January 2019 

? Discussions being held with key stakeholders 
regarding the delivery model, timeline and 
funding/budget from which the engagement 
strategy and implementation plan will be 
developed 

? As part of its national role MTPConnect 
delivered, in WA: 
- The Medical Research Future Fund Priority- 

Setting Consultation 
- Established the Industry Mentoring Network in 
STEM (IMNIS) second cohort of mentees in 
Perth. IMNIS is a flagship initiative of the 
Australian Academy of Technology and 
Engineering and is funded by MTPConnect 

? Hosted a Regenerative Medicine Roundtable, 

JTSI met with the three recently appointed hub 
directors on 30 January 2019, to discuss 
progress, clarify government expectations, 
objectives, accessing Commonwealth funds 
and opportunities for collaboration. 

It is proposed that JTSI will meet with the hub 
directors bi-monthly to monitor progress, 
address any issues, and share ideas and 
outcomes.



Funding Partners JTSI - Curtin University JTSI - Edith Cowan University - AustCyber JTSI     UWA 

JTSI  Comments on Reports 

Progress to date Cont. ? Key data science initiatives across the State 
are being identified with meetings already 
organised with the WA Biodiversity Science 
Institute, the Department of Health, the Mega 
Data Cluster and others. 

? A Draft Strategic Plan will be provided to the 
IAC for comment 

? The WADSIH website has be 
? Multiple stakeholder meeting 

Number of WADSIH jobs to date: 2 

? Projects undertaken 
- 
- 

- Expanding school outreach programs   for 
example   in Schools  

- Supporting and promoting P-Tech (Pathways 
in Technology offers secondary students an 
industry-supported education pathway to a 
science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM) related diploma, 
advanced diploma or associate degree). 

- Collaborating with South Metro TAFE and 
North Metro TAFE 

- Partnered with the City of Joondalup to deliver 
the   Innovation Hub   The Cyber 
Security Capital of WA  

- Delivered the inaugural GovPitch event where 
local cyber security companies pitched to 
public sector CIOs 

- Delivered inaugural WA Cyber week sessions 
in collaboration with AISA 

Number of Node jobs to date: 1.5 

Perth, as part of MTPConnect  national 
consultation 

- Led an Australian delegation of 19 
organisations to the Medtech Conference, 
Philadelphia. The delegation was co- 
sponsored by JTSI. 

- Emergency Medicine Breakfast Symposium - 
MTPConnect Roundtable in conjunction with 
the 2018 Annual Scientific Meeting of the 
Australasian College for Emergency Medicine. 

? The WA MTPConnect Hub delivered: 
- International entrepreneur Steve Barsh, 

DreamIt Ventures   visit to Perth   leverage 
the WA Hub and ensure that WA capitalises 
on MTPConnect  national initiatives. Mr 
Barsh met with Professor Klinken, Chief 
Scientist of Western Australia, UWA life 
science representatives, the Centre for 
Entrepreneurial Research and Innovation staff 
and event   the Gap   Getting from Seed 
to Series  

? The recruitment process for the UWA sponsored 
Director, Life Sciences, to be located at the Hub, 
has been completed and the appointment 
imminent. 

Number of Hub jobs to date: 2 

Governance 
? Management reporting will be overseen by a 

Steering Committee, comprised of two 
representatives each from the Department of 
Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation (JTSI) 
and Curtin University. The WADSIH  Director 
will meet with the Steering Committee every 
two months to report on progress against key 
objectives, as outlined in the strategic and 
operational plans. 

? The Steering Committee will establish the IAC 
that will be represented at the Steering 
Committee 

? The Director, WADSIH will report to the 
Director, Research Partnerships, Curtin, and 
meet fortnightly 

? Educational activities will be overseen by an 
Education Sub-Committee, comprising one 
representative from each of the five WA based 
universities, and one representative each from 
North and South Metropolitan TAFE. The 

? Funding Agreements between JTSI and ECU and 
JTSI and AustCyber stipulate governance 
arrangements 

? The Node operates under AustCyber  national 
Standard Operating Procedures, Sector 
Competiveness Plan, Communications Plan and 
annual reporting requirements 

? The Interim Industry Advisory Group (IAG) meets 
monthly, receives an update from the Director 
and addresses issues as they arise 

? An Industry Advisory Board is being established 
and Terms of Reference being finalised 

? The Node Director will meet with JTSI bi-monthly 
and provide a written report quarterly 

? The Framework Agreement between the State 
Government, through JTSI, MTPConnect and 
UWA defines the governance process for the 
MTP Hub, namely,   sit under 
MTPConnect  governance arrangements, this 
includes alignment with  National 
Network working or related groups  

? The MTP hub also functions as an office of the 
national MTPConnect, with day-to-day oversight 
in compliance with MTPConnect  corporate 
policies and procedures 

? An Industry Advisory Group may be established 
by JTSI  to [the] Agreement will be 
offered representation  

? The MTP Director will meet with JTSI bi-monthly 
and provide a written report quarterly 

The Agreements/MOU  that JTSI entered into 
with each hubs  lead organisation stipulates 
formal governance structures 

JTSI will be represented in governance 
structures for each hub 

JTSI monitors governance through regular 
meetings and quarterly reporting



Funding Partners JTSI - Curtin University JTSI - Edith Cowan University - AustCyber JTSI     UWA 

JTSI  Comments on Reports 

Governance Cont. 

Achievements/Highlights 

Education Sub-committee will meet quarterly 
The WADSIH Director will meet with JTSI bi- 
monthly and provide a written report quarterly 

? Director WADSIH commenced in the role on 
14 December 2018 

? Physical presence established at Curtin  
Bentley and CBD campuses 

? Stakeholders consulted in the development of 
the strategic direction on which a strategic 
plan will be based 

? An Industry Roundtable (48 registrants) 

? 
? 

ry Advisory Committee (IAC) 
? Identifying key data science initiatives across 

the State through meetings with the WA 
Biodiversity Science Institute, the Department 
of Health, the Mega Data Cluster and others. 

? Developing draft Strategic Plan 
? Website developed 
? Multiple stakeholder meetings 

Number of WADSIH jobs to date: 2 

? Director commenced in the role on 14 January 
2019 

? Western Australia has actively participated in 
AustCyber  Quarterly Node Leaders meetings in 
Canberra, Hobart and Adelaide 

? The Cyber Security Cooperative Research Centre 
has co-located to ECU  Joondalup campus 

? Projects 
- Node  physical location established 
- The event   Security Professional 

Learning  was delivered to more than 130 
business stakeholders at a City of Joondalup 
Business Forum by the Security Research 
Institute. 

- 

- Expanding school outreach programs 
including   in Schools  

- Partnered with the City of Joondalup to deliver 
the event   Innovation Hub   The 
Cyber Security Capital of WA  

- Delivered the inaugural GovPitch event where 
local cyber security companies pitched to 
public sector CIOs. Participating companies 
were: 

o Aesterisk 
o Hivint 
o Sapien Cyber 
o Red Piranha 
o Cyber8Labs 
o Diamond Cyber 

AustCyber continues to follow-up with 
these companies 

- Delivered inaugural WA Cyber week, and 
multiple sessions in collaboration with AISA. 

- Collaborated with Perth Angels to deliver an 
Investment Masterclass to 40 registrants. 

- ECU delivered the   Security Policy 
Forum  where the WA Node was 
acknowledged. 

Number of Node jobs to date: 1.5 
Number of Hub jobs to date: 2 

? Director commenced in the role, 4 January 2019 
? Consultation with key stakeholders regarding the 

delivery model, timeline and funding/budget for 
implementation plan development 

? As part of its national role MTPConnect 
delivered, in WA: 
- The Medical Research Future Fund Priority- 

Setting Consultation 
- Established the Industry Mentoring Network in 
STEM (IMNIS) second cohort of mentees in 
Perth. 

- Hosted a Regenerative Medicine Roundtable, 
Perth, as part of MTPConnect  national 
consultation 

- Led an Australian delegation of 19 
organisations to the Medtech Conference, 
Philadelphia. The delegation was co- 
sponsored by the WA MTPConnect Hub. 

- Delivered the Emergency Medicine Breakfast 
Symposium - MTPConnect Roundtable in 
conjunction with the 2018 Annual Scientific 
Meeting of the Australasian College for 
Emergency Medicine. 

? The WA MTPConnect Hub delivered: 
- Hub Launch event for over 100 stakeholders 

including senior executives from WA 
medtech companies including Linear Clinical, 
Orthocell and Resonance Health. Mr Chris 
Tallentire MLA, attended for the State 
Government 
The event coincided with a series of MTP 
sector events including the WA Bio 
Innovation Symposium, The Actuator 
Bootcamp and The BridgeTech Program 
Occasional Speaker Series. 
Large corporates were represented at these 
events including CSL, Novartis and others 

- International entrepreneur Steve Barsh, 
DreamIt Ventures,   visit to Perth   
leverage the WA Hub and ensure that WA 
capitalises on MTPConnect  national 
initiatives 

- The recruitment process for the UWA 
sponsored Director, Life Sciences, to be 
located at the Hub, has been completed and 
the announcement imminent. 

JTSI regularly and actively monitors each hubs 
progress, and achievements, and assists and 
supports as required



Funding Partners JTSI - Curtin University JTSI - Edith Cowan University - AustCyber JTSI     UWA 

JTSI  Comments on Reports 

Evaluation and 

Measuring Impact 

? To develop a formal evaluation framework and 
- benchmark the State  current key data 
science indicators, including jobs, 
programs/courses, SMEs, startups etc 

- use this data as a base for reporting on 
trends in these key indicators 

- maintain a database of collaboration 
initiatives and outcomes 

- highlight case studies 
- provide ongoing feedback from key 
stakeholders on the WADSIH  impact 

? Quarterly and annual reporting 
? Will deliver an annual Industry Roundtable to 

discuss and receive feedback on WADSIH  

performance in meeting strategic objectives 
? Will utilise website analytics and social media 

profile 
? Number of jobs created 

Challenges and Risks 

? The diverse nature of data science across the 

State  multiple industries and stakeholders, 
can be challenging 

? The Strategic Work Plan cannot address all 
areas of data science so will focus on key 
activities of greatest impact for the State, in 
order to align with strategic priorities 

? Recruitment of an Interim Node Manager and 
support staff, pending the appointment of the 
Node  director was delayed but now rectified 

? Agreement on branding and signage representing 
WA Govt, AustCyber and ECU is taking longer 
than anticipated 

? Recruiting the MTP Hub, Director, Stakeholder 
Engagement and corresponding UWA Director, 
Life Sciences has taken/is taking longer than 
expected 

? Establishing the physical office and its functions 
within the WA MTP Hub ecosystem. 

? As the Director Stakeholder Engagement has 
been appointed, a risk mitigation strategy will be 
developed once the UWA Director has 
commenced. 

JTSI acknowledges that each hub will have 
different challenges and works closely with the 
hub directors on a regular basis, as well as 
being accessible via email and telephone, to 
resolve any issues if and as they arise 

JTSI  membership of the various hubs  
Steering Committees also enables JTSI to 
monitor challenges and risks from an early 
stage 

JTSI has discussed with ECU the need to 
clarify the Joondalup Innovation Hub 
branding/function and suggested they provide 
Minister Kelly with a briefing on this. 

JTSI and MTPConnect recognise the need to 
clarify how the WA Life Sciences Innovation 
Hub aligns with the WA MTPConnect Hub and 
how they will work together 

Program Budget 

Funding Funding Funding 

JTSI assesses each hubs expenditure to 
ensure only charges relevant to WA hub 
activities are debited to respective operating 
budgets. 

Will include 
? Stakeholder Interviews 

? Event and engagement Surveys 
? Program/event attendance records 
? Number of events delivered and outcomes 

achieved 

? Number of workshops and training sessions and 
outcomes 

? Roundtable meetings with stakeholders 
? Number of jobs created 
? AustCyber  Annual Reporting and Evaluation 

requirements 

? Establishing a framework that effectively 
measures the success and impact of the WA Hub 

? Will tailor metrics to be used to demonstrate 

economic and jobs growth and improved patient 
outcomes 

? Acknowledges the long development timelines 
within the sector so early evaluation metrics will 
focus on reporting lead indicators and activities 
that will be predictive of future success. 

? Will collect data on all MTPConnect nationally 
supported activities in WA, and 
promotional/media outcomes 

? Number of jobs created 

As part of the agreement with JTSI the hub 
directors are required to consistently evaluate 
objectives and provide measured outcomes for 
initiatives and projects delivered as part of 
quarterly and annual reporting 

The hub directors are implementing evaluation 
processes to enable measured outcomes to be 
provided
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JTSI  Comments on Reports 

Program Budget Cont. 
In-kind contributions to 31 December 

*Based on 
1. Admin & Governance Support 
2. Co-Working Space/Support Space 
3. 
4. 

Training and Events 
Node Development Support 

5. Communications and Marketing 
6. 

Additional Information 
ment 

Multiple mtional opportunities 
undertaken 

Facilitating Additional Investment 

Media Statement 

Multiple motional opportunities 
undertaken, 

Media Statement 

Multiple marketing and promotional opportunities 
undertaken
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